NOTE: FOR MORE DETAILS SEE YOUR V.P.CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES ARE:
FRACTIONS     DECIMALS     ANGULAR
±        .XX   ±.01      ±1°
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SHEET:

VALUE PLASTICS, INC.

PART NUMBER: MLRL8210
DESCRIPTION: Male Luer Panel Mount to 200 Series Barb, 1/16" (1.5mm) ID Tubing, (May be used with separate rotating lock ring; FSLLR)

INSTRUMENT QUALITY PART. NO PARTING LINE PERMITTED ON THIS CONICAL SURFACE

3X .312 HEX.

Ø .042 THRU HOLE

1.107 ± .025

Ø .190 ± .004

Ø .191

Ø .162

10-32 UNF

LUER TAPER

Μ .3123X HEX.

O .042

THRU HOLE

O .042

INSTRUMENT QUALITY PART. NO PARTING LINE PERMITTED ON THIS CONICAL SURFACE

NOTE: FOR MORE DETAILS SEE YOUR V.P.CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
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